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ABSTPACT

This paper defines and interprets quantitative measures by
which we may characterise the absolute and relative performance of a
parallel computation,
computation.

compared with an equivalent serial

Index,
The absolute performance measures are the Para!lelism

PI(P), the Utilization, U(P), and the maximum Qualjty,
The corresponding relative performance measures are the

Q(P).

S(P,!), the Efficiency, E(P,l), and the OuaJity, O(P,l).
Speedu
We s AwK

how the corresponding absolute and relative performance measures are
related via the Redundancy measure, R(P,l). F7e also examine the
range of permissible values for each performance measure.

Ideally, we would like to compare an optimal paralJe1
computation with an optimal equivalent serial computation, in order
to determine the performance improvements due solely to parallel
versus serial processing. Toward this end,

it
arallel and serial computations,

we define optimal
e approximated in practice.

and show how such optlmality may

In order to facilitate the calculation of the above
performance measures, we show how the complexity of modclling an
arbitrary parallel computation may be reduced substantially to two
simp'1.e canonica!. forms, which we denote the computation's
Parallelism Profile and TOP-form.

Finally. we show how all the canonical forms and performance
measures may be generalised from one computation to a set of
computations,
descriptions.

to arrive at aggregate canonical and performance

The work. herein was supported in part by the Ballistic Missile
Defense Systems Command under contract no. DASG60-77-C-0073.
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1. TNTRODUCTTON

The purpose of this paper is to characterise the performance

potential of parallel computations. We are interested, for example,
in the speed improvements obtained by a single computation or a set

of computations when the operations in the computation/s may be

executed in parallel. By not limiting the maximum number of
operations which may be executed simultaneously in any step of a

computation, we hope to obtain the minimum execution-time possible
for the computation by fully exploiting its inherent para!lelism.

It is intuitively clear that some types of computations will haTIe

more inherent parall.e!_ism  than others. Hence , even if the same
total number of operations are executed, some computations wi1.J have
a smaller execution-time, since more operations may be executed

simultaneously. Of course the minimum possible execution-time of
any computation with at least one operation to be performed, is one

step, or one time-unit. Rut this is a!most never attained in

practice due to data and control dependencies in the propram, which

force a sequential. chain of execution for the dependent operations.
TLn general. there may be many separate dependency chains running

through the program. Since operations in different dependency
chains may be executed in parallel. the minimum para??el execution

time, in steps, is really the maximum number of dependency levels in

any of the dependency chains of the program. This minimum parallel
execution-time, which we denote Tmin in this paper, in turn gives

rise to the maximum speedup of the computation.

There are many reasons why one may be interested in the

unconstrained performance potential of parallel. computations. Our
main motivation stems from the desire to characterize the

performance jmprovements attainable by parallel processor

organisations compared with uniprocessor, or serja?, organisations.



INTRODUCTION

By a parallel processor organisation, we mean a computer

organisation with p > I processors, which behave identically, each-
being able to execute one of many operations in one time-unit.

Hence, the processors need not be exactly identical, but they appear
to be identical because they can each execute the same repetoire of

operations in the same amount of time. At any time-unit, or step of
the execution of a computation, any number from one to p of the
processors may be busy executing an operation each. For our
purposes, the parallel processor organisation may be assumed to be

synchronous. This means that the p parallel processors execute in
lock-step fashion. so that the instructions in step (i+l) of the
computation are not started until all those in step (i) are

completed, each step taking one time-unit for execution.

Flynn/FLY721  has classified parallel processor organisations

-into two types: SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data)
organisations, and MIMI! (Multiple Instruction Mul.tiple Data)

organisations. In SLMD organisations, also known as array

processors, a single type of instruction is carried out by some or

a!1 of the processors in parallel, but on different pairs of

operands. In MIMD organisations, many different types of
instructions may be carried out simultaneously by different parallel.
processors. It is clear that STMD organisations are just a special
class of restricted MIMD organisations, and the speed. improvements
obtained for MIMD organisations will be an upper bound for those

obtainable in STMD organisations. The canonical forms and
performance measures described in this paper apply equally well to

the characterisation  of parallel computations written for SIMD or

MIMD organisations, since they are independent of the type or types
of operations performed in any step.

Intuitively, it is clear that a parallel processor
organisation with p parallel processors will not, in general, attain

2



INTRODUCTION

a speed improvement of p times that of a uniprocessor system. This
is because the computation being executed usually cannot util.ize  al.1

p parallel processors at every step of execution. This points out a
fundamental difference between the speed improvements obtained via

technological improvements and those obtained via computer

organisational techniques. Technological speed improvements are
quite independent of the computation being executed, since they

merely serve to decrease the clock. cycle time. On the other hand,
computer organisational techniques are very much dependent on the

demands of the computation bei.ng executed. Hence, it is not very
illuminating to talk about the maximum speed, p operati,ons per

time-unit, of a parallel processor organisation, especially if this

is hardly ever obtai.ned. or even approached, in practice. Rather,
we need to characterize the average speed of a parallel processor

organisation with respect to a single computation, or a set of

representative computations. In other words, the performance of a
parallel processor organisation is constrained not only by the

"physical parallelism" avail able in the form of parall.el processors,
but a! so by the "logica? parallelism" inherent in the computations
which are executed on it. Hence, before we can characterize the
true merits of parallel processor organisations, we must learn how

to effectively characterise paral.!.el computations (section 2) and

their performance with respect to different criteria (sections 3 -

7).

On the other hand, the unconstrained performance potential of
parallel computations describe the performance potential of a

“virtual” parallel processor organisation, where there are al-ways as
many physical processors as needed in any step of the computations

executed. In practice, this performance potential is further

constrained by the actual number of processors available in the
computer orga.nisation, on the type of paralle’ processor
organisation (!ike SIMD or MIMD)’ and on the delays caused by the

3
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interactions between processors, memories and input-output devices.

Again, we observe that there are both logical and physical

constraints on the performance attainable by parallel processing:

the former caused by the dependencies in computations which Limit

their inherent parallelism, and the later caused by the limi.tations

of the physical resources and their interactions in the hardware

organisation itself. Tn this paper, we wish to characterise the

logical constraints, which are in a sense intrinsic constraints on

para,-lJel_i.sm, since they are intrinsic to the set of problems to be

solved on the computer organisation-



2. CANONICAL FORMS OF PARALLEL COM"LJTATTONS

The main difference between ordinary serial computations and

parallel computations is that in the former, only one operation may

be executed at any one time, whereas in the latter, more than one

operation may be executed simultaneously. The class of para!lel.

computations that we are interested in has the same "computational

power" as the class of all serial computations, i.e., any problem

solvable by a parallel computation must also be solvable by a serial

computation, though not necessarily in the same way or in the same

amount of time. H e n c e , s%nce the functions computable by the class

of all serial programs are precisely the Turing-computable functions

!HOP69,MAN7U, these are also all the functions computab!e by our

class of parallel computations. In short, the primary motivation in

this paper for going from seria ? to paralle! computations is not for
increased computational power, but rather for the engineering

consideration of increased speed of execution.

In this section, we want to find suitable representations for

parallel computations, which satisfy the following requirements:

(1) Any parallel computation must be reducible into this

representation, by the application of a canon, or general

rule. (The representation must be a canonical form.)
(2) The representation must clearly exhibit the parallelism in

the computation, and!or facii1tate the calculation of the

desired performance measures.

Before reducing parallel computations into such suitable

canonical forms, we should first define exactly what we mean by a

parallel computation.

Definition 2.1:vs.--.-----------

A parallel computation is a sequence of steps, where step k

5
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has i operations which may be performed simuJ.taneously. i. is called
the degree of parallelism of step k. The maximum degree of
paraJ.Jelism in any step is denoted P, also called the logical
parallelism inherent in the computation.

Assumimg that each step takes one time-unit for execution, the

execution-time, T(P), is defined as the total number of steps

encountered in executing the computation. The size, O(P), of the
computation, is defined as the total number of operations performed

in all the steps encountered during execution. The size O(P) is
aJso called the Length of the computation, especia?Jy when P=l,

It is clear that serial computations are merely a restricted

subset of paral!el computations, where the logfca! paralJe?ism,P, is

always equal to one. P graphic illustration of a parallel

computation is given -In Figure 1. Fach unit-square in the
processor--time space is called a "processor-step", since it involves

one processor for a tine-duration of one step. Processor-step (i,j)
is said to be "busy" if processor i is required to execute an
operation in step j, and "free" otherwise. The paraJJe.1 computation
is then the area covered by the busy processor-steps.

PARALLELTW  PROFILE--------------I----..~-

Since we are primarily interested in the speed of the parallel

computation, we make the following observations whfch enable us to

simplify the representation of any parallel. computation:

(1) The type of operation is not re!elTant, if all. operations

can be compJ.eted  in one step, or one time-unit. N-tat is
relevant is the NTJMRFR of operations in each step. Hence,
we can represent aJ.1 operations by a single symbol, say an 'lx".

6
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(2) It is not relevant which particular processors are used

in a step, just the NUMBER of processors used jn the step.

Hence, we can move a!1 operations as far left as possib'c,

and redefine a "busy" processor-step (i.j) to be one t,%ere

step j has a degree of parallelism greater than or equaJ. to

(3) The particu!.;,r  order of the steps is not rel_eTTant. What is

relevant is the NUMBER of steps with any given degree of

parallelism. Hence we can permute the steps so that they

are arranged i.n increasing (or decreasing) order of their

degrees of paralle!ism.

Figure 2 shows the graphic representation of the paraJJeJ

computation of Figure 1, after the reductions out'ined jn (1) and

(2) above. Figure ? shows the finaJ *graphic representation after

reduction (?? Jcs applied.

.
2.

We obserl'e that the relevant aspects of the computation left

. - after reductions (1 ! through ('3) may be summarised c?S "the frequency
distribution of the degrees of pnra?JeJ.lsm In the computation"*

Definitfon 2.2:--.. - .- -.--..r-..I  ---

The ParaZye!fsm Profile of a computation is a canonical form,

representjng the frequency distribution of the degrees of-
parallelism in the computation, or the number of steps having degree

of para!lelism i, for J < i ( P.- -

It may be given I'n the format.'

1 x!. .2 x2 . . . ..ixi.....Pxp

where -! is the degree of parallelism, and

x.1. is the number of steps with degree of ppralIe?jsm j.
---...--I - - m--e*-* --,-. -- -.-
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We note that the frequency distribution of the degrees of

parallelism in a computation may also be given in the format of a
P-tuple:

(X~~X2~***.Xi~~~~~Xp?
where Xi is the number of steps whose degree of paralielism.^

is i.

We will usually use the format of Definition 2.2 for the

Paral.lelism Profile of a computation, since unlike the P-tuple

format, we can see at a glance which frequency xi corresponds to

which degree of paralleI.ism, 1. In addftion, if frequency Xi for

degree of paralleism i is zero, we may omit the term i xi since

symbolical.ly i '=l and a.1.b = a.b. This results in a more compact

representation than the P-tuple format, especially when there are

many zero frequencies.

TOP-FORM--- - -....----

Very often. we do not need al? the information given by the

Parallelism Profile. We often do not need to know the exact
frequency distribution of the parallel computation. Hence, we have
an even simpler canonical form for paral.le? computations*

Definition 2.3:-w..-.-.---------.--

The TOP-form of a computation is a 3-tuple:

O',W'),
where T is the execution time in steps,

0 is the size of the computation in operations, and

P is the maximum degree of parallelism.

8
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We note that the TOP-form can be derived from the Parallelism

Profile but not vice-versa. In particular,

T = c
12 i< Pxi'

0 = c
l< i< Pi l ⌧i

- -
and P is the largest degree of parallelism with nonzero

frequency.

Pence, by successively reducing the amount of pertinent

informat!on kept, we can reduce every computation fi.rst to jts

Paral!.elism Profile and then to its TOP-form.

Example 2.1:--------1---

. -

TLn the example given in figure 1, the Parallelism Profile is:

9. .-. .i22 T1 44 P2

From this we can ca!culatc:

T = 3+2+1+4+2  = 12 steps

0 = 1.3+2.2+3.1+4.4+8.2 = 42 operations

so the TOP-form is:

(12,42,S).

We remark that the TOP-form of a serial computation where P=l

is always of the form:

(x,x,!),

where x is a positive integer. Because of this, it is not
surprising that the terms “execution-time" and "size" or "length"

are sometimes used jnterchangeab1.y  for serial computations, since
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they always have the same value. Tn fact, finding the TOP-form of a

serial computation reduces to finding its length, O(l), since it

will always be true that T(!.!=O(l) and P=l.

The TOP-form of a parallel. computation where P>1 is of the

form:

hy,z>,
where x,y,z are positive integers, and x is never equal to y

when z>l. The possible ranges for each of x,y and z are given in

the followInn theorem:

Theorem 2.1:----m-m-----

For any given TOP-form = (t,o,p), the following relationships

hold:

(9 o/pi _t < o-p+1

fii) p+t-l 5 0 5 pot

(iii) o/t 5 p 5 o-t+1

Proof:-a----

(i) T

fully parat

parallelism
,m- M
,0/p;’ o/p*

he shortest execution-time occurs wh(en the computation is

le! F i.e., each step has the maximum degree of

Pa Then the execution-time is just b/pjsteps. Clearly,

The longest execution-time occurs when each step has degree of

parall.e?.ism  = 1. Rut there can be at most (o-p) such steps, since

at least one step must have degree of parallelism p, by the

10
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definition of the TOP-form. Hence, t < o-p+l.

(ii) and (iii) foll.ow directly from (i).
--------------------

We state the fol.lowing coro!lary, which will he used in the

proofs given in subsequent sections:

Corollary 2.2:-----.--B..------

T(P) < O(P) with equality iff P=l-

Proof:------

From theorem 2.1(i), O(P)/P < T(P) < O(P)-P+l

So, for P=l, O(l)/1 < T(l) < O(l)-l+l- -
hence, T(l)=@(l).

for P> 2, T(P) < O(P)-2+1 = O(P)-1- -
hence, T(P) < O(P).

11
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3. PARALLELISM INDEX AND UTILIZATION

The last component of the TOP-form of a parallel computation

gives us the maximum degree of parallelism P of the computation.

This is useful since it tells us how many parallel processors would

be needed to execute this paralle! computation 2s given. However,
the maximum degree of parallelism is not as good an fndicator of the

parallelism inherent in a computation as the average degree of

parallelism per step.

Example 3.1:

Suppose we have two computations, A and B, each with 10 steps.

SlIppose A has 9 steps with degree of parallelism 1 and one step with

degree of paraJJelism 16. Suppose B has all Jr) steps having degree
of para!.Jelism 12. This can be represented concisely by the
ParaJleJism Profiles of A and B:

B: 121°

If we knew only the maximum degree of parallelism of A and B,

we might say that A has more inherent parallelism than B. But this
does not agree with our intuitive understanding of "inherent

parallelism", which is better described as a kind of overall, or

average, degree of paraJleJ.ism. In fact, the average degree of
parallelism of A is only 2.5, while that of B is 12. Hence, B has
more inherent parallelism than A in terms of the average degree of

parallelism.

15



PARALLELISM TNDEX AND UTILIZATION

Definition 3.1:----------------

The Parallelism Index (abbreviated PI or TT ) is defined as the

average degree of parallelism per step. It is the ratio of the

total size, O(P), of the computation in operations, over the total

time, T(P), taken for execution in steps.

PT = O(P)
w--m
T(P)

--m------------------

The ParalleJism Index may be interpreted as the average

processor bandwidth, in operations per step, of the parallel

computation. The maximum processor bandwidth is the maximum degree

of para!lelism, P.

The Parallelism Index may also be interpreted as the average

speed of the computation, since it measures the total size (or

length) in number of operations executed, divided by the total time

taken. If we let dt be one step of the computation, then the

instantaneous speed is interpreted as the degree of parallelism in

each step. The maximum instantaneous speed is the maximum degree of

paraLlelism P.

Since speed is the magnitude of velocity, it is interesting to

consider the interpretation of negative velocities in the parallel

computation. A negative vel-ocity  may be interpreted as the undoing

of operations already executed. For example, if the result of a

conditional branch instruction is true, execut-ion continues along
path (a) of the program, and if it is false, execution continues

along path cb). Suppose we did not want to hold up executi.on  to

16



PARALLELISM INDEX AND UTILIZATION

wait for the result of the conditional branch instruction, we might

guess that the result would be true and continue execution along

path (a). If it turned out that the result was false, then we would

have to undo the operations performed along path (a), resulting in a

negative veJocity for this duration. Tt is interesting to speculate_

on whether certain types of computations might have a higher average

speed if negative ve'.ocities are aJ.!owed. This is certainly worth

some future investigation, but for the purposes of this paper, we

may assume that a!!. velocities are positive.

The interpretation of the degree of parallelism in a step as

its instantaneous speed implies that serial computations always have

2 constant speed of one operation per step. In fact, any

computation with a constant speed of P operations per step, for P >-
1, is sa<d to be "fully parallel" at degree P.

Definition 3.2:--.--.-----------

A computation is said to be fully paralle! at degree P, P > I,-
if every step in the computation has degree of paraJJelism P. Then,

the average degree of parallelism, PI, is equal to the maximum

degree of parallelism P.
--------------------

The interpretation 0 f the degree of parallelism in a step as

its instantaneous speed also implies that every paralle!. computation

with P >_ 2 can also be executed as a serial computation by going at

a constant speed of execution of one operation per step. Hence, if

a parallel computation has a size of O(P) operations, an equivalent

serial computation which solves the same problem, need never have a

size greater than O(P) operations.

17



PARALLELISM INDEX AND UTILIZATION

Tf a parallel computation with TOP-form = (T,O,P) is executed

on a parallel-processor organisation with P parallel processors,

then the maximum number of operations which could have been executed

would be P.T operations. However, the actual size of the

computation executed is only 0, which is less than P.T except when

the computation is fully parallel. The ratio of the actua! size of

the computation to the maximum possible size describes the

"utilization of the available parallelism" by the computation.

Definition 3.3:-----------a---

The Utilization (abbreviated U) of available parallelism by a

given computation is the ratio of actual computation size o'rer the

maximum possible computation size.

U = O(P)
------
P.TCP)

= PI(P)
---we
P

--------------P-----

The units of Utilization may be regarded c"s operations per

processor step, where one processor step is the work. done by one
processor in one step. In Figures i,2 and 3, a processor-step is a

unit-square in the processor-time graph, and the Uti!izstion is

the ratio of the area rovered by the "busy" processor-steps over the.

area of the rectangle with sides P and T(P). Fence, if all the

processors in the system are identical and used with equal frequency

over the time-duration T(P), then the Utilization may'be regarded as

the probability that any single processor will be busy in any given

step. Pence, we offer the following hypothesis, which will be

examined in detail in a separate paper:

18
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Hypothesis 3.1:-I-----------Y-

Let LJ be the utilization of a paral?el-processor  system, as in

Definition 3.3. Then the proba!ility, qi, that i processors will
be used in any step is a truncated binomial. distribution

ai = p Ui.(l-U)P--'
( )i1--------------

1 - (l-u)p
9 for 1 < i < P.- -

The fol!owing theorem examines the possible ranges of values

for PI and U for serial and parallel computations.

Theorem 3.1:m-w- --me --I-

(j 1 PI(l) = U(l) = 1, for serial computations where P=l
(ii) 1 < PI(P) < P, and-

l/P < U(P) < 1,- for para!.leJ computations where P>
Proof:- - . . . - - -

1.

We will deal with PI first, then U.
PI* From coroJ.lary  2.2,

T(P) < O(P),- with equal-ity iff P=l.

so, for P=l, PI(l) = O(1) = 1
-- --
T(1)

and for P>l, PI(P) = O(P) b !
-w-w
T(P)

19
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4. SPEEDUP AND EFFICIENCY

The performance measures, PI and U, of the previous section

may be calculated from knowledge of just the TOP-form of a parallel

computation. They give us a good indication of the computation's

average processor bandwidth and its utilization of available

parallelism.

Mow, we would like to compare the performance of a parallel

computation with an equivalent serial computation. This will
indicate the performance improvement obtained when the given problem

is executed on a paral. el-processor organization rather than on a

uniprocessor organization. Rut what do we mean when we say that two
computations are equivalent?

Definition 4.1:N-1-----1-----1

Two computati.ons are said to be equivalent if given the same

inputs, they always produce the same final outputs.
---------.-u---------

This definition of equivalency does not require intermediate
results to be the same. This means that the two computations are
equivalent because they produce the same solution-set for the same

problem, but they may involve entirely different algorithms with

entirely different sets of intermediate results.

Unfortunately, there are many equivalent serial computations

and many equivalent paral'lel computations. In order to make a fair
comparison, if we choose an optimal parallel computation, then we

should al-so choose an optimal equivalent serial computation. An
optimal serial comp~ltation is a "minimum--size serial computation",
or one which has the minimum size, 0min' among all equi.valent
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computations. We note that there may be many different minimum-size

serial computations, in terms of the algorithms implemented and the
operations performed. However, the TOP-form of al1 these equivalent
minimum-size serial computations is the same.

Definition 4.2:-----------I---

An optimal seria! computation is a minjmum-size serial
computation with the TOP-form:

(T(l'),O,?j~n,l),
where the minimum size is defined as

0min 2 min <Q(P), P > 1.J-
and the minimum serial execution time is

T(1') = Omin'
-w--------------w---

Rut finding the minimum size, or length, of a computation for

any given problem is a well-knot.n undecidable issue

[XL!!74 MIN67 FOP6919 9 l However, we can always estimate the
minimum-size, 0min' from the sizes of known serial and parallel
computations.

Definition 4.3:-------------.--

If we know only the size, O(P), of a parallel computation, and
the size, O(I), of an equivalent serial computatjon,  then we can

estimate the minimum size, 0min' as follo\Js :
0min 5 min {O(l), O(P))

.
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Some readers may be wondering why O(1) is not always equal to

O(P). There are two reasons for this. The first is that the given

serial computation is not an efficient one, and a better serial

computation may be obtained by just executing the given parallel

computation at a constant speed of one operation per step, as

discussed in the previ.ous section. In this case, the given O(P) is

less than the given O(l), and we approximate Omin with O(P).

The second reason why O(1) and O(P) may not be the same is

because redundant operations are often introduced into a parallel

computation in order to increase its speed of execution. In this

case, O(P) is greater than O(l), and we approxjmate Omin with

O(1).

Sometimes, if we are not careful, a lot of unnecessary

redundant operations are introduced into the parallel. computLation so

that the para?lle? execution-time, T(P), is in fact greater than a

known serial execution-time, T(1). Clearly, if we are to choose an

optimal parallel. conputation, then we must allow the introduction of

redundant operations only if this reduces the execution-time when

compared ti th knotm serial computations. An opt ima paral.l.el

computation is then a "minimum-time minimax-parallel computation",

defined below. Again, there may be many different minimum-time

minimax-parallel computations in terms of the algorithms and

operations performed, but the TOP-form of a1.1 these equivalent

optjmal parall.el computations is the same.

Defjnition 4.4:
------------- --

An optimal parallel computatjon is a minimum-time

minimax-parallel computation with the TOP-form:

0mjn,o(P'),P')* for P'> 1,-
where the mini.max degree of parallelism, P', is the smallest
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maximum degree of parallelism of any computation having the minimum

execution-time, Tmin, defined as folJows:

Tmin 5 min {T(P), P> 1)-

In particular, Tmin is less than or equal to the minimum

serial execution-time, T(l'), and O(P') is greater than or equal to

the minimum size. Omin. Hence, we have

Tm-in -5 T(l')"Omin 5 O(P').

The definition of the minimum time, Tmin) implies that

sometimes an optimal paral!el computation is in fact a serial. one

with P'=l. Hence, when the minimax degree of parallelism is one,

the TOP-form of a minimum-time minimax-parallel computation is

identical to that of an equivalent minimum-size serial computation:

CT*min,'(l'),l') = (T(l'),Omin' I'!,

where O(l')=Tmin=T(l')=Omin.

For computations where this is true, there is absolutely no

speed improvement when executing the computation on a

parallel-processor organisation since the computation cannot utilize

the available parallelism.

Just 3s finding Omin is an unsolvable problem in general,

finding Tmin and P' is also an unsolvab!e issue[BER66]. Rut

again, we can try to estimate Tmin and P' from known equivalent

computations.
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Definition 4.5:---------B-B---

If we how only the execution-time, T(P), of a parallel.

computation, and the execution-time, T(l), of an equivalent serial

computation, then we can estimate the minimum execution-time,

Tmin. and the minimax degree of parallelism, P', as fol!ows:

Tmin 2 min (T(l), T/P)?

and P' = 1,

I

if T(l)5 T(P)

p, otherwise.

Ideall-y, we would like to minimize the execution-time of the

computation, minimize the tota! number of operations that have to be

performed, and minimize the maximum number of processors required to

execute the computation. In other words, we would like to minimize

each component of the computation's TOP-form. The minimum-time

minimax-paralley computation wou1.d satisfy these criteria except

that its size, O(P'), may contain redund,ant operations, and hence be

greater than the minimum size, 0min' We shoul-d take this

redundancy into account in determining the speed improvement of

parallel execution over serial execution.

The performance measures, PI and IJ, of the previous section
were defined w!th respect to the actual computation size, O(P).

Hence, they required knowledge of only the TOP-form of the parallel

computation heins measured. We wi3 1 now define the anal-ogous

performance measures of Speedup and Efficiency with respect to O(l),

the size of an equivalent serial computation. Therefore, in
addition to the TOP-form of the parallel computation, we also need

to know the serial size, O(1). It is easy to see that the TOP-form

of any serial computation reduces to iust the serial size, O(l),

since T(l)=O(l)  and P=l.
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Definition 4.6:mm-------------

The Speedup, S, of any given parallel computation over any
equivalent serial computation is defined as:

up, 11 = T(1) = O(l)m--*- ----
T(P) T(P)

If the serial computation is an equivalent minimum-size serial

computation, then:

S(P,l') = Omin = T(1')
---- --w---.
T(P) T (PI

In addition, if the parallel computation is a minimum-time
minimax-parallel computation, then:

S(P',l') = Omin = T(Y)
---- mm---
Tmin T(P')

The definition of Speedup as a dimensionless ratio of

execution-times is similar to definitions of speedup found in the

literature [KUC?_?,KUC76,KJJC7F!,LEE76,TOW76!. However, the definition
of Speedup in terms of operations per step is very useful since it

enables us to relate it directly to the defini-tion of the

Parallelism Index of any parallel computation. This enables us to
interpret the speedup, S(P,l'), as the average effective processor
bandwidth, whereas the Paral!elism Index is the average actual

processor bandwidth, and the logical parallelism P is the maximum
processor bandwidth.

Similarly, we can also interpret the Speedup,S(P,l'), as the
average effective speed of the parallel computation, whereas the

Parallelism Index is the average actual speed, and the logical

parallelism P is the maximum (average or instantaneous) speed.
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Theorem 4.3:m-c - _.I --- ----

(a) 0 < S(P,l) 5 O(1)
tb) 0 < S(P,l'? < PI(P) 5 P-
Cc) 12 S(P',l') 5 P1(P’)  5 p’

Proof:------

(a) For any arbitrary equivalent parallel and serial

computations,

S(P,l) = T(1) > 0, since both T(1) and T(P)  are positive.----
T (P,

S(P.1) = O(1) < O(l), since T(P) > 1.- -----
T/P)

(b) For an arbitrary parallel computation and an equivayent

minimum-size seria! computation, the lower bound is unchanged,  but.T
now

S(P,!‘!  = omin < Omin.P < P,- --A-, -‘----
since  O(P)>  Omi.n-

T(P) O(P)

(c) For z minimum-time minimax-parallel computation and an

equivalent minimum-size serial computation, the upper bound is the

same as in (h), except that P is replaced by the minimax degree of

parallelism, P'. However, we now have a better lower bound:

S(P’J’) = T(1') > I,- since T(1') > Tmin------
Tmin

-------.-------------
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We note that for arbitrary paral?el and serjaf computations,

the speedup, S(P,l) is not necessarily greater than or equal to one,

since T(P) may in fact be greater than T(l), as in a nonoptimal

parallel. computation. This speedup, S(P,l), is also not bound from
above by P, since O(1) may be greater than O(P), as in a nonoptimal

seria! program, so that:

S(P,U = Ofl) (O(l).P-mm-- ------
T(P) 0 (P)

is not necessarily less than P.

Next, we define the Efficiency of a parallel computation,

which is just its utilization of avail.able  parallelism with respect

to the serial computation size, O(1).

Definjtion 4.7:--em----a------

The Efficiency, El, of any parallel computation over any
equivalent serial. computation is defined as:

E(P,l) = o(l) = S(P,l)m--. ---- -- --- -
P.T(P) P

If the Riven seri.al computation is an equivalent minimum-size

serial computation, then:

EfP,l') = Omin = S(P,l')-I --.-- --.m----
P.T(P) P

T.n addition. if the paralle! computation Is a minimum-time
minimax-parallel  computation, then*

E(P',l') = omln = S(P',l.')--1----- -.--m-m--.
P'mTmin P'
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The Efficiency may be interpreted as a measure of the

"cost-effectiveness" o f  a  para71e? conputation. Cost-effectiveness

is generally given as a ratio of "effectiveness", or performance,

over "Cost". It is important that the "scales" over which

effectiveness and cost are measured are compatible. For example, if

the effectiveness is given as the average performance for any step,

then the cost shou!.d be measured as the average cost per step. If
we let the effectiveness be represented hy the Speedup S, which i.s

the average effective processor bandwidth or the average effective

number of operations per step, then a compatible cost measure, C,

would be a measure of the average cost per step.

Definition 4.8:---------.----a-

The Cost-Effectiveness, CE, of a computation is defined as

CE = UP,  1') = S(P,l') = E(P.1')-------- ---.-mm-- ---e..---.
c P.t t

where S(P,l') is the speedup with respect to an optimal
eauivalent seria! computatjon,

P is the maximum degree of parallelism, or the number
of processors required,

t is the aTTerage time for one step,

and C=P.t is the average cost per step.

Hence, if each step takes one time-unit for execution, as in

definition 2.1, then t=l, and CE reduces to the efficiency, F(P,l'),

The only other serious attempt to define a sjmilar

cost-effectiveness measure for a parallel computation can be found
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in [KUC74!. Kuck defined a Speedup over Cost measure:

CEKuc k = S(P,lj = S(P,l) = E(P,l)------ m----m ----we
C P.T(P) T(P)

where S(P,l) is the speedup with respect to any
equivalent serial computation,

P is the maximum degree of parallelism, or the number
of processors required,

and T(P) is the execution-time of the parallel computation\
in number of steps.

Unfortunately, the scales of definition in the  numerator and

denominator are not compatible, so that CEKuck is usua.!!y very

much smal!.er than one, and most paralle! programs have a

"cost-effectiveness" less than 2 percent. Furthermore, the speedup

is defined with respect to any, not necessarily optimal, equivalent

- serial computation, so that speedups would appear larger for

choosing more poorly-constructed serial computations. These

problems have heen ratified in our definition of cost-effectiveness

as given in Definition 4.p, which we feel is more useful. and more

accurate.

The following theorem gives the permissible ranges for the

efficiency with respect to different combinations of equivalent

serial and parallel computations.

Theorem 4.2:
-------------

(a) c) < E(P,l) 5 0(1)/P

(b) 0 < E(P,l') < U(P) < 1- -
fc) l/P' < E(P',l') < UfP'? < 1- - -

The proof of theorem 4.2 is derived by substituting the

corresponding values of S. as given in theorem 4.1.
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We note that for arbitrary parallel and serial computations,
the efficiency need not have an upper bound of 1 since the speedup

may be greater than P (see theorem 4.1). as in the case of a

nonoptimal serial prosram where 0(1)X3(P).

From theorem 3.1 we know that serial. computations always have

a utilization of one. But, by substituting P=l in theorem 4.2 !b),

we see that the efficiency, E(l,l'), of a serial computation
compared with an equivalent minimum-size serial. computat!on,  may be

less than one.

From theorem 4.?(c), we see that a mjnfmum-time

minimax-parallel  computation need not (and usually does not) have an

efficiency of one. Tn the fo!lotin!: coroT1aryY we state the
conditions under which the maximum utilization or efficiency of one

is attained.

A computation has a utilization, JJ(P!, of one hff !t is fully
parallel. Tt has an efficiency, E(P,l'), of one iff it is fully
parallel AND has minimum size, i.e., @(PI=0 min'
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We mentioned in the previous section that redundant operations

are often introduced into a parallel computation to speed up its

execution time. We would now like to investigate this concept of

redundancy more thoroughly.

As a rule, redundant operations should not be introduced into

3 parallel computation unless thi.s decreases the para!lel execution

time, as compared with the minImum known size of known equivalent

serial computations. Although it is beyond the scope of this paper

to show how and when redundant operations may profjtably be

introduced, we can illustrate with a simple example.

Example 5.1:----.-I--s----

The following expression cannot be sped up by parallel

execution if left as it stands:

a + b ( c + d * e )

The execution tree for this expression is:

Step Degree of Parallelism

Here, T(1) = O(1) = 4.

However, by using the distributive Jaw of muJtipJ.ication over

addition, we transform the expression to:

a + b*c + b*d*e
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The execution tree is now:
Step Degree of Paralle?ism

/+\
+ *

!b;k*<\
C e

3

2

1

1

2

2

Here, T(2) = 3 < T(l), and
O(2) = 5 > O(1).

We note that the execution time has decreased from 4 to 3

steps, but the size has increased from 4 to 5 operati-ons. Hence,

the second (paraJ.Ie?) computation i,s said to have:

a parallelism index, PTL(2) = 5/3 = 1.67,

a speedup, S(2,l.') = 4/3 = 1.33,

a utilization, U(2) = 5/6 = G.83,

an efficiency, E(2,l') = 4/6 = 9.67,

and a redundancy, Rc!,l') =  5/4 =  1.25.

We now give a forma1 definition of redundancy:

Defin?tion 5.1.---- -...- .- ..-- uF--h.-I"

The Redundancy, R. of any par2Ile'_ computation over any

eqlliua!ent  serial computatton is defined as:

R(P,l) = O(P)-... _-._.
O(1)

If t-be given serial computation is an equivalent minitnum-size

seria! computation. then:

R(P,l'j = O(P)----
0min
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In addjtion, if the paralJe.1 computation is a mInimum-time

minimax-parallel computation, then:
R(P',l') = O(P')m---w

0min

Theorem 5.1*--1-----1----

b! 0 c R(P,l) 5 l/E!P,l)

(b) 1~ R(P,l') 5 l/E(P,l')

CC! 1~ R(P', 1') 5 l/E(P',l') 5 P'

Proof:---e-w

(a) For any arbitrary parallel and serial computations, there

is no restriction on the sizes, O(1) and O(P). Al? we can say is

R(P,l) is positive, since both O(1) and O(P) are positive integers.

For the upper bound, we have:

NP, 1) = O(P) 5 P.T(P) = 1-- -- B-B...-- ---s-m
O(l) f--w) UP, 1)

Unfortunately, since E(P,l) > 0, from theorem 4.2, we cannot

give an upper bound for R(P,l) from this reciproca!. of the

efficiency.

(b) For an arbitrary parallel computation and an equivalent

minimum-size seriaJ. computation, we get a better lower bound:

R(P,l') = O(P) 2 1 . since O(P) > Omin-----
0min

(c) For a minimum-size minimax-paraJle1  computation, we have

the same lower bound as in (b). In addition, we now have the
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following upper bound:
R(P',l') = OtP') < P'.Tmin < I < P',- ----...- ---.-- -- --.-..I----

0min 0min E(P',l')

since E(P',l') 1 J/P'

We note that the redundancy has a lower bound of one iff we

compare the computation size O(P) with the minimum size Omin. The

redundancy may be less than one if we compare O(P) with any

arbitrary equivalent serial computation size, O(1).

One of the main significances of the redundancy measure is

that it relates the performance measures (PI,U) of section 3 with

the performance measures (S,E) of section 4. In theorems 4.1 and
_ 4.2, we saw that (S,E) 5 (PI,U). We now show that they are related
exactly via the reciprocal of the Redundancy.

Theorem 5.2:---------.---

The Spcedup and Efficiency (S,E) are equal to the Parallelism

Index and Utilization (PI,U) respectiveJ.y, divided by the

Redundancy.

(S,E) = 1 . (PI,U)--
R

Proof:------

s P, I? = O(1) = O(P) = 1 . PI(P)I--- ----------- --w--w
T 0') R(P,l).T(P) IUP, 1)

Clearly, the same relationships hold if we replace 1 by I'

and/or P by P'.
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In the following, we assume consistent values for 1 and P

are used throughout:

E=S =l.PI =l.U

PI ii- F- ii-

Theorem 5.2 Is very useful. since we can estimate the Speedup

and Efficiency without knowing the minimum size 0min' which may be

quite hard to determine. This is because experimental resul.ts have

shown that in about eighty percent!KUC781 of the parallel.

computations examjned, the Redundancy lies within a narrow range of

1 LR(P) < 3. Hence, from the- TOP-form of a para!l.el computation,

we can caJ.culate  PI and U, and estimate S and E as follows:

W,U)/3 2 (S,E) 5 (PT.,TJ)

The reader may feel that a redundancy of 3, or two hundred

percent more operations, is actually quite large. But, considering

that redundancies on the order of 10 4 [KUC78] have been found for

some m?nimum-time minimax-parallel computations, a range of 1 < R < 3- -
is relatively small.

Alternately, if the expected value of the Redundancy is known,

say it is 2, then we can estimate S and E as follows:

(S,E) = (PWJ) / 2

Another significance of the redundancy measure was given by
Sameh in [SAM77!: "The l.arger the redundancy of a parall.eJ
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algorithm, the larger the probability that the parallel algorithm is

not as numerically stable as its sequential counterpart." Hence, it

is not just aesthetically desirable to minimize the total number of

operations performed to solve a given problem, but thi,s is also

important to maximize the speedup and efficiency, and to preserve

numerical stability.
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The Speedup, Efficiency and Redundancy give us three different

aspects of the performance of a paralJe1 computation with respect to

an equivalent serial computation. Ideally, we would like to

maximize the Speedup to obtain the greatest. speed improvement,

maximize the Efficiency to obtain the most cost-effective

computation, and minimize the Redundancy to reduce the totaJ. number

of operations that must be executed to soJ.ve the given problem and

to avoid numerical instability. ‘It wou1.d be useful to have a single

performance measure that incorporates the effects of speedup,

eff ici-ency and redundancy. This would be a measure of the “quality”

of a computation, which is directly proportional to its Speedup and

Efficiency, and inversc!y proportional to its Redundancy.

Definition 6.1:----Y--------I-

The Quality, 0, of any parallel computation with respect to

any serial computation is defined as:

QP, 1) = S(P,l).E(P,l) = O(1)3 = T($.O(l)
------------- -w-B ------- -----we
RR 1) T(P)*.C(P).P  ?i;,z.O(P).P

If the serial computation is an equivalent minimum-size serial

computation, then:

w, 1’) = S(P,l’).E(P,l’) = (Omin)-?
.v.---,-.  -I--.-------_ -m-w -------.

R(P, 1’) T(P)?O(P).P

In addition? if the paralle? computation i-s a minimum-time

minimax-para! 1eJ computation. then:

Q(P’, 1’) = S(P’,I’).E(P’,l’) = (c) i )’-.L.---..-----C--Y--- .-s. --.A=. -S.-----B-
R(P’, 1’) (Tmi~)~.“(P.).p.

--- --.--_^-Y--.------ -m-L
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We note that the units for quality may be regarded as "q-units

per processorfir since

Q = T2.Q = 2steps . operations = q-units/processor
7----

B-w-- --I-I--u-------------~
.O.P 2.- steps . operations.processors

Theorem 6.1:------------

(4 0 < Q&l)

W 0 < Q&l') < S(P,l') < PT (P) < P- - -
(cl l/(Pt2 > < Q(P', 1') 5 S(P' ,I') < PI (P') < P' '- - -

The proof may be obtained by substituting the values of S,E

and R from theorems 4.1,4.2 and 5.1 respectively.

We include the definition of quality for arbitrary parallel

and serial computations for the sake of completeness. In fact, we
feel that in order for Q to be a meaningful measure of the quality

of a parallel computation, it should be defined with respect to the

minimum serial si.ze, Omin. When the quality is so defined, it is

aTways less than or equal to the corresponding speedup measure, as

can be seen from parts (b) and (c) of theorem 6.1.

We notice that the numerator of Q(P,l') is (Qminj3, which
is "fixed" as far as the parallel computation is concerned. Hence,
we may increase Q(P,l') only by decreasing each component of the

denominator, which is T(P)2.0(P).P. ThfS is equivalent to
decreasing each component of the TOP-form of the parallel

computation. Since there are two factors of the parallel

execution-time, T(P), decreasing this is more important than

decreasing the size, O(P), or the maximum degree of parallelism, P.
This is reasonable since T(P) is the only component of the TOP-form
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that is directly related to the speed improvement obtained by the

parallel computation. The prim;lry purpose for goi.ng from serial

execution to parallel execution js to increase the speed of

execution. which is the same as decreasing the para?.Ie!_ execution

time. Reducing the number of processors, P, required for execution
and reducing the size. O(P), are only of secondary importance. In

other words, increasing the speedup is our primary goal, after which

we try to increase the efficiency and reduce the redundancy.

Theorem 6.1 (parts (b) and (c)) also indicates that we have

four successively refined measures of the performance improvement of

a parallel computation with respect to an equivalent minimum-size

serial computation.

First, we have the maximum processor bandwidth, or maximum

speed, of P operations per step. This is the maximum degree of
parallelism in the computation, and also indicates the maximum
number of paraI?el processors required to execute the parallel

computation.

Then, we consi.der the average actual processor bandwidth or
average actual. speed of the computation. This is the average degree
of parallelism per step, called the ParaJ+lelism Index, PT(P), of the

parallel computation.

Third, we realise that parallel computations often perform

more operations than the equivalent minimum-size seria.J computation,

in order to increase the speed of execution. Taking this redundancy
into account, we find the average effective processor bandwidth, or

the average effective speed, of the computation. This is the

Speedup, S(P,l'), measure, defined with respect to the minimum
serial size, Omin.
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Finally, in an attempt to define a single performance measure

that takes into account mainly the speed improvement, but also the

efficiency (or cost-effectiveness) and redundancy of para!lel

processing over serial processing, we defined the OuaJity, Q(P,l'),

measure.

The maximum and average degrees of parallelism, P and PI, are

characteristics of the parallel computation itself, and do not

depend on its serial equivalent. The speedup and quality do depend

on the equivalent minimum serial size, but they may still_ be used to
compare any two computations, not just equivalent ones. This is

possible because each computation wiJ3 have been "normalised" with

respect to its equivalent minimum-size computation, which has a

speedup and qua!ity of one.

Now, suppose we did not know the equivalent m?'nimum serial

- size, 0min' can we still say something about the quality of a

parallel computation? Clearly we can do this by ignoring the

redundancy, if any, and defining the quaJ.i.ty in terms of the

parallelism index and utilization, which are analogous to the

speedup and efficiency, respectively.

Definition 6.2:----v----w-----

The maximum quality, Q(P), of a parallel computation is

defined as

O(P) = PI(P).U(P)
--------------------

Theorem 6.2:--a---------

(i) l/P < Q(P) < P- -
(ii) Q(P,l') 5 Q(P)
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Proof:-I----

(i) From theorem 3.1, 1 2 PI(P) 2 P and l/P 2 U(P) 5 1, so

l/P 5 Q(P) 5 P

(ii) Q(P, I.') = S(P,l').E(P,l') 5 PI(P).U(P) = Q(P)------m--1--1-.-
RP, 1')

Clearly, the same result holds when P=P'.
---I----------------

Perhaps one of the main significances of the quality,

W'J'L measure is that it gives us a basis upon which we can

decide whether a computation will benifit from parallel processing

rather than serial processing. The quality of an optimal serial

computation is one. We suggest, for example, that if the qua!ity of

an equivalent parallel computation is greater than one, than

parallel processing is preferable to serial processing, since the

quality of the computation is increased. It is interesting to note

that about half the programs examined in IKUC?EJ have a qun!ity less

than one. Hence. parrlJee1  processing is preferable for half of the

355 programs examined, and serial processing produces the higher

quality computation for the other half.

In practice. a computation center may choose a higher value of

Q as the cutoff point for executing a given problem as a paralle!.

computation rather than a serial one. For example, it may require a

Quality of at least 1.5, or at least 50 percent increase i-n quality,

before it considers that parallel processing is indicated.

We have seen in section 5 that increased redundancy is often

correlated with numerical instability. It is clear that no matter

how much we speed up a computation, this is futile if the required

degree of accuracy in the results is Jest. Even i.f accuracy were
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not jeopardised, it seems that there must be some cutoff function

involving at least the speedup and the redundancy, which determines

when the increased redundancy does not iustify the increased

speedup. For exampJ.e, it seems 'mjustified to use a parallel

computation that achieves a speedup of three at the cost of a

redundancy of one hundred. One possible cutoff function is that the

parallel computation is not justified if the redundancy is greater

than the speedup. We suggest another possible cutoff function based

on the quality measure, i.e., a parallel computation is "justified"

if its quality, Q. satisfies Q > 1, or S.E/R > 1. This means that

if, the redundancy is greater than or equal to the product of the

speedup and the efficiency then the parallel computation is not

justified.

Of course the question of whether parallel processing is

"justified" for any given computation is highly dependent on the

goals of the application concerned. In some applications, the

reduction of execution-time is the only, often critical, goal, so

that parallel processing is "justified" as long as the speedup,

S(P', 1') is greater than one, no matter what the values of the

redundancy, efficiency or quality. But in general, if we have to

choose just one measure, then the quality is probably a better

indicator of the overal performance improvement obtainable by

parallel processing over serial processing, than just the speedup

alone.
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7. GENERALISATTON TO A SET OF PARALLEL COMPUTATT.ONS

All the canonical forms and performance measures defined in

sections 2 through 6, have been defined for a single parallel

computation. In practice however, we are often more i.nterested  in

the overall performance fmprovement for a representative set of

computations, than just the performance improvement for any single

computation. We are still interested jn the same types of

performance measures of PT,U,S,E,R and 0. Hence, in this section,

we show how we may generalise the definitions to apply to a set of

computations rather than to a single one.

First, we notIce that all the performance measures PI,U,S,E,R

and Q depend on knowledge of the TOP-form of a parallel. computation.

Some, like S,E,R and Q allso require knowledge of the size, f?(l) or

0min' of an equivalent sersal. computation. This is equivalent to

knowing the TOP-form of an equivalent serial. computation. Hence,

all we need to do is to define the TOP-form for a set of

computations, rather than for a single computation. We call thjs an

aggregate TOP-form. Then, all the definttions for the performance

measures, PT,U,S,E,R and Q ~7511 hold w?th respect to this aggregate

TOP-form.

Definition 7.1:---------I------

The aggregate TOP-form of a set of n computations is defined

as:

TOPa = (Tmean, Omean, Pmax)

where Tmean is the average execution-time per computation,

in steps,

Omean is the average size per computation, in operations,

and Pmax is the maximum degree of paral!elism  in alI. the

computations.
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GENERALISATION

We feel that Pmax should be used rather than Pmean, since
this is the maximum number of processors required to execute the

computation/s with this largest maximum degree of parallelism. T f

each computation is optimised so that it is a minimum--time

minimax-parallel computation, then P = P', the minimax degree of

parallelism, for each computation. Then, it is reasonable to define
the aggregate TOP-form in terms of Pmax rather than Pmean, since

if we execute the set of computations using p < Pmax para!lel

processors, we would not obtain the maximum possible speed
improvement, for each computation.

In the case of the aggregate execution-time and size, Tmean

and Omeanl if each of the computations in the set is executed with

equal frequency, then we could just as we13  use Tsum and OsUmY
since none of the performance measures, PI,U,S,E,R and 0, will be
changed.

Definition 7.2:---------------

Let (rl,r2,...,rn ) be the probability that computations

Al� AZ� l -*9 p il, will be executed next. Then, if
r1 = r2 = . . . = rn,

we can define the aggregate TOP-form of this set of n

computations as:
"'I'OP"(n)"  = (TSUm, Osum, pm=),

where -Tsum is the sum of the execution-times of all the

computations, in steps,
osum is the sum of the sizes of all. the computations,

in operations,
and Pmax is the maximum degree of parallelism in al.1 the

computations.
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GENERALISATION

Theorem 7.1:----.--------

Tf the frequency of execution of each computation in a set of

n computations is the same, then each of the performance measures,

PI, U, S, El, R and Q has the same value whether it is defined with

respect to the aggregate TOP-form, TOPa( or to the alternate

aggregate TOP-form, "TOPa(n

Proof:--1--1

Tt is only necessary to show true for PI and R, s-lnce S can be

defined in terms of PI and R, U and E can be defined in terms of PT.

and S respectively, and Q can then be defi.ned in terms of S,E and R.

Let the performance measures defined with respect to the

alternate aggregate TQP-form, "TOPa", he enc!osed tithin "quote"

marks . Then,
'1~1 (pm==+f = ovum = Osum.n  = Omean = pI (pmaxjI

WV - - ---.--I U.-s - -  -
Tsum n.T sum ,meanI

11~  (pmax  , l )ll =  (+um = osum . n = Qmean = R(Prnax,l)-----.-- ---------. ---.-.- --
0 (lpum n.O(l)sum O(!) mean

We have i.ntroduced  the aggregate TOP-form defined in terms of

the sums of the execution-times and sizes because this is often

easier to understand and compute in practice. For example, the

aggregate speedup, Sa(P,l), is then the total time taken by al!.

the computations executed serially divided by the total tj-me taken

by all the computations executed in paral!el. Rut, because of

theorem 7.1, we feel. that the definition of the aggregate TOP-form
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GENERALISATION

in terms of the means of the execution-times and sizes, as in

Definition 7.1, is more powerful than that in terms of the sums, as

in Definition 7.2. The former can describe the aggregate TOP-form

of a set of computations, even when each computation does not have

the same frequency of execution. The latter is only valid in the

case of equally frequent computations, where it prcduces the same

value for each of the performance measures, PI, U, S, E, R and 0, as

the former.

We now examine the possible ranges of each component of the

aggregate TOP-form defined with respect to means.

Theorem 7.2-~~.--l.-~--.----

Assuming that each computation in the set of computations is

consistent with Theorem 2.1, then the aggregate TOP-form,

TOP" = (Tmean , Omean, Pmax) = (t,o,p)

satisfies the following relationships:

(i) o'p 5 -ot <

(ii) t <- 05 p-t

(iii) o/t L P

Proof:--.----

(i) Let {rl,r2,...,rnJ be the probability distribution

of the frequency of execution of the n computations in the set.

Then,

t = rl.tl + r2.t2 4- . . . + rn.tn

>- c
ri- Oi--

1< i< n- - p.1
> 1- -II c 0.

l< i< nri* 1p --
= o/p
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GENERALISATION

t < c
- l< i< n

ri(Oi - pi + 1)
- -

= c ri*Of - c + 1
l< i< n I< i< n ri’Pi
- - - -

= 0 - pmean + 1

< 0-

(ii) and (iii) follow directly from (i).

We see tha.t the broader ranges given in the above theorem for

aggregate TOP-forms include the ranges giver in Theorem 2. I for

individual TOP-forms. Also, by examining the proofs of Theorems

3. 1, 4. 1 end 5. I, y*Te see that the ranges of the aggregate

performance measures, PIa, U3, S’, Ea, P.a and 0” are the

same as the ranges of the performance measures, PI, U, S, E, I? and

0, for a single computation, when the values of the aggregate

TOP-form and equivalent aggregate serial size O(1) are used.

We note that the overal. performance measures, PI”,

Ua, Sa, Ea, Ra and Oa, defined with respect to the

aggregate TOP-form, TOPa( are quite different from just the

averages of the performance measures for each computation. This
is because, in general,
PIa = @mean =

-w-w - rl.Ol + r2.02 + . . . + rn.On--------------------____I__
Tmean r,.Tl + r,.T2 + . . . + r,.T,L L

-= rl.01 L r2.02 + . . . + r,.@n-- -- mm
T1 T2 Tn--

= PI

where (rl>r2,=.., nr ) i-s the probability distribution

of the frequency of execution of the n computations

in the set.

It seems reasonable that the overall performance should be

weighted not only by the relative frequencies of each computation in
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GENERALTSATION

the set, but also by the magnitudes of the sizes and execution-times

of each computation. Surely the overall performance is more
affected by a longer computation than by a shorter one. The

definition of an aggregate performance measure with respect to the

aggregate TOP-form, TOPa( takes this into account, unlike the
simple averages of the performance measure for each computation.

Example 7.1:---I--------

Let A and B be two parallel. computations with TOP-forms:

A: (1@@.1000,40)

B: ( 5, 200,100)

Suppose A and B are executed with equal frequency,

then PIA(40) = 1000 = 10
-se-
100

PIB(loo) = 200 = 40
B-m
s--. -

and PI = (10+40) / 2 = 25.

but PIa = 1200 = 11.43-B-B
105

We note that the aggregate measure. PIa, gave more weight to

the parallelism index of A, the larger computation, in terms of both

the size C(P), and the execution-time, T(P).
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8 . S U M M A R Y

In this paper, we have tried to find simple and effective ways

to represent the parallelism inherent in computations, which

facilitate the calcu!ation of important performance characteristics.

We introduced. the canonical form called the Para!! el ism Profi-le

which substantially reduced the complexity of modelling an arbitrary

pare11 el computation. The Parallelism Profile retains only the

information on the frequency of different degrees of parallelism in

the computation. The most succinct representation of a parallel

computation, for the purposes of calculating performance measures

defined in this paper, is given by the TOP-form of the computation.

We defined quantitative measures which characterise the

absolute and relative performance of a parallel comnutation,

compared with an equivalent serial computation. The absolute

performance measures are the Parallelism Tndex, PI CP), the

Utilization. V(P). and the maxi.mum Ouality. O(P). The corresponding

relative performance measures are the SpeeAup, S (P, I), the

Efficiency, E(P,l), and the OuaJity, QCP,l). We al so examine the

range of permissible values for each performance measure.

Ideally, we would I ike to compare an optimal. parallel

computation with an optima! equival ent serial computation, in order

to determine the performance i.mprovements due so1 ely to para!l el

versus seria! processing. Toward this end, we define an optimal
serial computation as 2 “minimum-size” computation, where the size

or length of a computation is the tota! number of operations

executed. We define an optimal parallel computation to be c?

“minimum-time minimax-para! lel” computation, or a computation which

achieves the minimum execution-time using the 7 east number of
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SMAR.Y

parallel processors. We also show how such optimality may be

approximated in practice.

We discussed how the logical parallelism, P, may be

interpreted as the maximum speed of the computation, in operations

executed per step. Then, the Parallelism Index, PI(P), may be

interpreted as the average actual speed of the computation, and the

speedup, S(P,l'), may be interpreted 2s the average effective speed

of the computation. This is because PI(P) is the speed measured

with respect to the actual number of operations executed in the

parallel computation, or the actual size of the parallel

computation, whereas S(P,l') is the speed measured with respect to

the minimum size of an equivel ent optimal. serial. computation.

Uence, the speedup measure takes into account the redundant

operations in the para?lrl computation, which were introduced in

order to reduce the parallel execution time. The Parallelism Index

i-S an upper bound for the range of attainable values of the Speedup,. -
S(P,l'), of any parallel. computation when compared to an optimal

equivalent serial computation. This is very useful since it is

often not possible to calculate S(P,l') exactly as this requires
finding the minimum size, Omjn. PI(P) may be calculated from
knowledge of just the size and execution-time of the parallel

computation itself.

Although speed is the performance characteristic we are most

interested in, a measure of the cost-effectiveness of executing a

computation on a parallel processor organization is also important

in practice. We defined Utilization 2s the proportion of the total

processor-time space, P-(P), actually used in executing operations
of the parallel computation. The corresponding performance measure
relative to the minimum size of an equivalent serial computation is

the Efficiency measure, E(P,l). Again, if the serial computation
chosen for comparison is an optimal one, then the Utilization, U(P),

is an upper bound for the Efficiency, E(P,l').
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It is Important to realise that i.f we measure speedup, S(P,l),

and efficiency, E(P,l!, with respect to a nonoptimal. seria?.

computation, then it is possibbe to have a speedup greater than P,

and an effici_ency greater than one. In these cases. the val.ues do

not reflect the performance improvements due solely to parallel.

versus serial. processing, since part of the improvements are due to
opt-lmising the serial computation itself.

We ma1ntaI.n  that if the parallel computation is an optimal

one, then the equivalent serial computation chosen for execution

should also be optimal. This means that we are interested in

S(P',l') values but not in S(P',l) values, for reasons given in the.

previous paragraph. However, we are interested in the case S(P,l'),

where the serial. computation is optimal but the paraI!e! computation

is not. This is because we often have to use a nonoptimal paraJ.I.e?
. - computation in practice, if the minimax logica!. parallelism P' of

the computation exceeds that of the physical paral!.elism in terms of

the number of parn!.lel processors available. T h e  case of S(P,l),
wherp both serial and para!lel computations may he nonoptimal is

also studied in this paper, since these are the results usually
given 'n the literature ~KUC73,KUC76,KUC78,LEE76!.

We showed that the absolute and relative speeds and

efficiencies are related by the appropriate redundancy

measure:

(PI, U) = R . (S, E)

Ideally, we would like to maximize the speed of the paralle3

computation, maxi.mi.ze its efficiency and minimize its redundancy.

\?e defi-ned the Quality, C(P,l), of a paral.I.e! computation to be the
product of the speedup and the efficiency divjded by the redundancy.

Assuming that the serial computation used for comparison is optimal.,
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SUMMARY

then the quality, Q(P,l') has an upper bound given by the speedup,

S(P,l'). Since optimal serial computations have speeds and

qualities of one, it is possible to have parallel computations with

speeds greater than that of the optimal equivalent serial.

computations but qualities less than the corresponding optimal

serial computations. Hence, the quality measure is a more stringent

measure of the overall performance improvement obtained by going

from serial to parallel processing of any given computation.

Finally, we show how al.1 the canonical forms and performance

measures may be generalised from one computation to a set of

computations, to obtain "aggregate" canonical forms and performance

charaterizations. We show that the aggregate performance measures

are different In val-ue from the average performance measures,

although both are useful characterizations of the performance

potential of a set of computations.

We summarize the definitions and ranges of the performance

measures under the catepories of speed, efficiency, redundancy and

quality, in Table 8.1.
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